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ing the water therein to a relatively high temperature, a
hot water heater at a level above said boiler, a connection
from the top of said boiler to the top of said heater, a
return pipe from the bottom of said heater to the bottom
of said boiler, whereby there is provided a closed circuit
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pipe 32 is to be supplied at say 180 F. for certain uses
and that hot water from exit pipe 36 is to be used at a
lower temperature, say 140 F. When, for example,
valve 33 is opened, hot water from coil 28 enters mixing
valve 30 and is blended with cold water from lead 31
thereby tempering the water to 180 F. for use. If at
the same time or independently thereof, hot water at
140 F. is required, valve 37 is opened and water begins
to flow first through mixing valve 30 and then into mixing
valve 35 where the water is further tempered by cold
water from branch 27 to give the proper temperature.

flow of water between said boiler and heater, an inlet
for cold water into the lower portion of said heater in

indirect contact with and adapted to be heated by con
duction by the water circulating through said heater, a
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When no water is being used and the temperature in
heater 5 is the basic temperature, boiler responsive ther
mostat 12 will cut off the heat from the boiler."
If it is necessary or desirable to heat the radiation, the
system is controlled by a thermostat (not shown) whereby

boiler to said radiation, a return from said radiation to said
boiler and joining with said first return pipe at the bottom
of said boiler, a thermostatic mixing valve in said branch
between said connection and said radiation, a by-pass

from said radiation entirely above the level of said boiler
to said mixing valve to permit mixing of radiation re

flow-control. 19 and circulator 38 are caused to function
allowing hot water from connection 2 to enter mixing

valve 17. At the same time cool water from return pipe
22 flows through by-pass 24 into mixing valve 17 in the
proper proportion to give an exit water temperature of
the pre-determined degree. The water thus tempered
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flows through pipe 18 and into the radiation.
Although I have described the invention setting forth
a single, specific embodiment thereof, various changes in

the details of construction may be made within the scope
of the invention. For instance, the connection from the
boiler to the heater need not be at the top of the heater,
but may be in the bottom thereof at one side. The return

pipe from the heater may be located in the bottom at the

opposite side of the heater; or the heater may be so
arranged that there is an air space at the top thereof
which replaces the expansion-tank.9. It also allows com
pression to take place at high temperature of the water
and thus avoids a possible rupture of or damage to the
system. Mixing valve 17 need not be automatic in its
operation, but it may be manually operative in some
CaS€S. - - -

appended hereto.
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These and other changes may be made without depart
ing from the principles herein set forth, and the invention
is to be broadly construed in accordance with the claims
V-
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What I claim is:

1. A combined hot water supply and heating system.
comprising a water-containing boiler with means for

heating the water therein to a relatively high temperature,

a return pipe from the bottom of said heater to the bot

inlet for cold water into the lower portion of said heater
in indirect contact with and adapted to be heated by con
duction by the water circulating through said heater, a
hot water exit for said heated water at the upper portion
of said heater and leading to points of use, house heating
radiation, a branch from - said connection above said
boiler to said radiation, a return from said radiation to
said boiler and joining with said first return pipe at the

bottom of said boiler, a thermostatic mixing valve in said
by-pass from said radiation entirely above the level of
said boiler to said mixing valve to permit: mixing of
radiation return water with heated water passing through
said mixing valve, and a branch from said cold water
inlet to said first return pipe, a hot water thermostatic
mixing valve in said exit and a lead from said cold water
inlet to said hot water mixing valve, an outlet for tem
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branch between said connection and said radiation, a

pered water from said hot water mixing valve, a second
hot water thermostatic mixing valve with connections
thereto from said tempered water cutlet and said cold
water inlet, and an exit from said second hot water
mixing valve to provide further tempered hot water.

2. A combined hot water supply and heating system
comprising a water-containing boiler with means for heat

turn water with heated water passing through said
mixing valve, and a branch from said cold water inlet to
said first return pipe, a hot water thermostatic mixing
valve in said exit and a lead from said cold water inlet
to said hot water mixing valve, an outlet for tempered
water from said hot water mixing valve, a second hot
water thermostatic mixing valve with connections there
to from said tempered water outlet and said cold water
inlet, and an exit from said second hot water mixing
valve to provide further tempered hot water, a circulator
in the lower part of said radiator return, said heater re
turnpipe entering said boiler at a point nearer than the
entrance of said radiator return whereby the radiator re
turn water is pumped past the said heater return entrance
into the boiler, creating no back pressure in the heater
return pipe.
- 3. A combined hot water supply and heating system
comprising a water-containing boiler with means for
heating the water therein to a relatively high temperature,
a hot Water heater ata level above said boiler, a con
nection from the top of said boiler to the top of said

heater, a return pipe from the bottom of said heater to the
bottom of said boiler, whereby there is provided a closed
circuit flow of water between said boiler and heater, an
inlet for cold water into the lower portion of said heater

in indirect contact with and adapted to be heated by con
by the water circulating through said heater, a
hot water exit for said heated-water at the upper portion
of said heater and leading to points of use, house heating
radiation, a branch from said connection above said boiler
to said radiation, a return from said radiation to said
boiler and joining with said first return pipe at the bot
tom of said boiler, a thermostatic mixing valve in said
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a hot water heater at a level above said boiler, a connec
tion from the top of said boiler to the top of said heater,

tom of said boiler, whereby there is provided a closed
circuit flow of water between said boiler and heater, an

hot water exit for said heated water at the upper portion
of said heater and leading to points of use, house heat
ing radiation, a branch from said connection above said

branch between said connection and said radiation, a
by-pass from said radiation entirely above the level of
said boiler to said mixing valve to permit mixing of
radiation return water with heated water passing through
said mixing valve, and a branch from said cold water
inlet to said first return pipe, a hot water thermo

static mixing valve in said exit and a lead from
said cold water inlet to said hot water mixing valve,

an outlet for tempered water from said hot water

mixing valve, a second hot water thermostatic mix

ing valve with connections thereto from said tempered
35
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water outlet and said cold water inlet, and an exit from
said second hot water mixing valve to provide further

tempered hot water, a circulator in the lower part of said
radiator return, said heater return pipe entering said
boiler at a point nearer than the entrance of said radiator
return whereby the radiator return water is pumped past
the said heater return entrance into the boiler, creating
no back pressure in the heater returnpipe, an automatic

flow control valve in the branch between said mixing
valve and said radiation.
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